
UV9 Upright Vacuum
Introducing a new commercial upright vacuum from Pullman-Holt. The model UV9 offers 
features suitable for commercial environments including retail stores, offices, restaurants, 
schools, hotels and medical facilities.  A powerful 12amp motor is mounted inside of a 
tough plastic housing and add several steel components that make the UV9 an extremely 
durable, heavy-duty machine.  A steel handle, steel roller brush and steel base plate will 
ensure you receive years of trouble-free service.  Yet, the UV9 is still easy to push, even 
with a full set of onboard tools and attachments for above floor cleaning.  

Technical Specifications:
Amps 12

Motor single fan bypass

Power Control 1 speed

Cord 50 ft., 3-wire

Warranty 1 year

Shipping Weight 15.4 lbs.

Product Code B260949

Features:
• 12  amp, twin fan, bypass, commercial grade motor offers powerful, professional 

suction and long motor life.

• Auto Brush Shut Off protects brush roll from damage due to obstructions. 

• Automatic height adjustment adapts to various carpet piles and depths.

• Motor protection system uses thermal overload circuitry to prevent damage due to a 
clogged hose or filter bag overfill.
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UV9 Upright Vac
Features:
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HEPA type  micro paper  
filter bags - Clean air 
exhaust, easy and dust-free 
disposal and handling.

On-Board Attachments  - Built-
in stretch hose, extension wand, 
crevice tool, upholstery tool 
and dusting tool for above floor 
cleaning. 

Soft Vinyl Wheels  - for smooth, easy 
transport over thick carpets and 
thresholds. 

Twin Swivel Cord Hooks - easy cord 
storage and removal.

50 ft 3 Wire Cord   - commercial 
length to accommodate easy use in 
large rooms, suites, hallways and 
open public areas. 
 

14-inch Metal  Dual Brush 
Roll - Superior agitation for 
deep-down soil removal.

Metal Base Plate w/Wheels  - Suitable for 
commercial applications.  Last much longer 
than materials used in domestic vacuums. 

Headlight  - improved visibility, 
particularly in dimly lit areas. 

Full Bag Indicator Light   - Alerts 
operator when it’s time to change 
the filter bag. 

ABS  Smooth  Grip Handle  -  
Comfortable to operate for extended 
periods of time. 

Handle mounted on/off switch - 
Control power without reaching or 
removing hand from grip.
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